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Since the discovery of large oil deposits on the North Slope of

Alaska in 1968, the questions of developing and transporting the oil

and associated gas have been of great interest to the Congress. There.

has developed since that time a widespread concern over the availability

of adequate supplies of energy to meet the present and projected demands

of this country-the "energy crisis" as it has been called.

With the discovery of oil and gas in the Canadian Arctic, and the

extensive public discussion of building a pipeline for Alaskan oil

through the Mackenzie River Valley, the scope of congressional interest

broadened quickly to include Canada.

In order to provide a guide to information sources on energy in the

North, this bibliography has been compiled frm entries in the Library

Services Division computerized data base. The citations are from mid-

1970 until August, 1972.

The Environmental Policy Division has prepared two earlier mul-

tiliths dealing with Alaskan oil development. These are:

Alaskan Oil
Environment vs. Economy: A Compilation of Selected Writings
March, 1971, updated in February, 1972
71-87EP

Highlights on the Departnent of the Interior ' s Environmental
Report and Decision on the Proposed Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline.
July, 1972
72-156EP
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CRS-1

Alaska; special issue. National parks & conservation
magazine v. 44, Nov. 1970: 2-34.

Contents.--Oil, Alaska & the national interest,--Oil & the
Arctic tundra, by J. Reed.--Alaska's economic resources &
environmental.quality, by G. Rogers.--Alaskan wilderness:
going going--gone? by C. Hunter.--Unsolved problems of
AlasKa's north slope, by R. Belous.--Hap: Alaska 1970.--The
Alaskan dream, by D. Lambert.--Alaskan natives: time of crisis,
by Jane pender.--Wildlife in Alaska.--NPCA at work.

Alaska. State Housing Authority. Planning and Technical Det.
Community impacts of the trans-Alaska pipeline. (Juneai]1971. 28 1.
An estimate of the impact of the pipeline in terms of

economic and social effects on Alaskan communities.

Alaskan oil: ecology vs. industrial progress. Magazine of
Wall Street, v. 126 June 6 1970: 9-12, 35.Discusses the factors that have prevented the flowing of
oil from Prudhoe Bay in Alaska.

Alaskan oil in focus. Magazine of Wall Street and
business analyst, v. 124, Sept. 27, 1969: 22-24.

"The Prudhoe Bay discovery a year ago made a major change
in the future of Alaskan oil. Estimates indicate it will
everge as the leading oil-producing state in the nation with
about 42 per cent of U.S. recoverable reserves."

Alaskan oil: powerful interests in pipeline battle.
Congressional quarterly weekly report, v. 30, Mar. 11, 1972.:
525-530.

"Two powerful coalitions of organized interests are
Srapplingover an issue affecting the last great wilderness in

he United.States--Alaska. One of the richest oil strikes inAmerican history touched off the controversy. The battle lines
are smudged but with exceptions shape up something like this:on one side are important elements of the oil industry and
their allies in government and industry; on the other are
environmental groups and their allies."

Alaska's $50-billion boom. Forbes, v. 104, Nov. 15, 1969:
30-36 41-42 46.

"'he 49tA state's boom is a threefold phenomenon of
capital equipment, oil and minerals--in that order. Everyone
wants in. But can everyone get in?"

l
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CRS-2

Alaska's dilemma. Petroleum press service, v. 37, July
1970: 241-245.

"This first of two articles on oil in Alaska deals with
the ecological and environmental.issues which are delaying the
construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. A second aticle
will cover the history and economics of petroleum development."

American Gas Association.
Reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural

gas in the United States and Canada and United Mtates
productive capacity as of December 31, 1970. Arlington, Va.,
1971. 256 p.

"Volume 25, May 1971."

American Gas Association.
Reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural

gas in the United States and Canada and United States
productive capacity as of December .31, 1971, volume 26.
rlington, Va., 1972. 248 p.

The Arctic: a special 26-page report on its problems and
potential. Oceans, v. 4 Jan.-Feb. 1971: 16-41.

Contents.--Alaska: the world's second largest island, by
D. Dedera.--An odd place in a strange land by a peculiar sea,
by D. Dedera.--Running the ice blockade--by submarine by P.
Cohen.--The Arctic: deep freeze fountain of life, by S.
Apollonio.

Aspin Les.
it's.not too late to stop the Alaska pipeline--maybe. Not

man apart, v. 1, Aug. 1971: 12-14.
Reviews objections to the Alaska pipeline and the Dept. of

Interior draftimpact statement and urges public support of
careful examination of alternatives to the pipeline.

Aspin Les.
Pipeline reports suppressed. National parks &

conservation magazine, v. 45 Apr. 1971: 25-28.
Author questions the holding back of two documents that

were critical of the Alaska pipeline and the Interior
Department's draft of its environment impact statement. The
one document was authored by Harold Jorgenson (Bureau of Land
Management . The other document was a 21-page report on the
impact sta ement by the Corps of Engineers (Alaska Office).

Aspin Les.
hq the Trans-Alaska pipeline should be stopped. Sierra

Club bulletin, v. 56, June 1971: 14-17.

.... t



CRS-3

Banfield, A. W.
Anticipating the effects of a buried gas pipeline on the

northern ecosystem. Science forum, v..5, Feb.1972: 15-17.
"One of the most exhaustive Canadian studies of arctic and

subarctic ecology is currently being conducted by a consortium
of oil and pipeline companies. The aim is to evaluate the
possible impact of .a buried gas pipeline on the total northern
ecosystem."

Basye Dale E.
hlaska: land of challenge. Oil & gas journal v. 67, Aug.

11, 1969: 105-112, 117-118, 120, 122 126, 128, 130, 132.
If oil hunters "...can solve prolems of logistics,

permafrost, production, oil-moving and ecology, Alaska will
quickly change the face of the U.S. oil industry."

Benedict Roger W.
North Slope gamble. Wall Street journal, Nov. 17, 1969,

.1,14.p.1,"Winning oil land bid in Alaska took study, guesswork and
a hunch; how two companies decided on the $72.3 million offer
that won choicest tract; will it be bonanza or bust?"

Blakesley, P. H. Thompson, C.
The great white silence--Il. International journal of

environmental studies, v. 2, Nov. 1971: 203-210.
Presents Canadian concern with the ecology of the Arctic

and Canadian opposition to the Alaska pipeline.

Bliss L. C.
biologist explains why we must plan now'to protect the

Arctic. Science forum, v. 3, June 1970: 3-8.

Borden, Ted.
A proposal to promote extension of the Alaska railroad.

In Remarks of Les Asp in. Congressional record (daily ed.) v.
117, June 15 1971: H5226-H5228.

A report written by the deputy director of Alaska
Industrial Development Division. Report holds that a Canadian
pipeline could be $1.85 billion more profitable for the State
of Alaska than the trans-Alaska pipeline. Borden's report also
maintains that a railroad to transport the 500,000 barrels a
day needed for the West Coast would be as profitable a way of
shipping oil as the trans-Alaska pipeline would be.

I



CRS-4

Brooks, James W., and others.
Environmental influences of oil and gas development in the

Arctic slopeand Beaufort sea. Washington, U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 1971. 24 p. (U.S. Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Resource publication 96)

Brower David.
Should the Alaska pipeline be approved? New scientist and

science journal, Apr. 8, 971:79-81.
"When public hearings opened in Washington recently on

plans for a trans-Alaska oil ppeline, the oil industry
expected federal approval.to follow rapidly. Instead,
objections have multiplied, and the pipeline project now looks
farther away than ever. An American conservationist puts the
case for the opposition."

Brower David R.
Wfio needs the Alaska pipeline? New York times, Feb. 5.,'

Discusses points brought up in the Department of the
Interior's draft statement on the environmental effects of the
pipeline.

Bylin James E.
y oom to gloom. Wall Street journal, June 18, 1970, p. 1,

4.
"A variety of problems stymie development of Alaska's oil

riches; road and pipeline to serve North Slope are delayed;
joblessness has soared; the losses are rising daily."

Cahn, Robert.
Alaska's oil: a nation's dilemma. Christian Science

monitor, Aug. 22, 1969, p. 10;. Aug. 23, p. 5; Aug. 26, o. 1, 3;
Aug. 27 p. 3- Sept. 2 p. 1, 3; Sept. 6, p. 6; Sept. 10, p. 3;
Sept. 15, p. $; Sept. 1i5, p. 3.

"First of a series of articles exploring Arctic oil
development and the effects on Alaska. and the rest of the
nation."

Canada. Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources. Resource
Administration Division.

Offshore exploration; information and procedures. Ottawa,
1970. 21 p.

"...to outline the responsibilities and requirements of
Federal agencies concerned with the offshore for operating
companies who may be familiar with them; to note some of the
services available through these agencies; and, to list the
persons who may be contacted for assistance."

"
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CRS-5

Canadians ready for permafrost lines. Oil & gas journal,
v. 70 June 26, 1972: 81-84.

o onths of actual in-field testing have shown that either
oil'or gas can be successfully pipelined through the worst of
permafrost conditions. Both construction and operation of such
a pipeline would pose problems with solutions unprecedented
outside the Arctic.

Chilton, J.R., and others.
Arctic Islands development may require $8 billion. World

oil, v. 174, May 1972: 118-119.
"The Arctic Islands of northern Canada contain more 250

major geologic structures and boast an attractive wildcat
success ratio. But if gas and oil production is to be moved to
Canadian and U.S. markets to the south the required investment
will severely strain industry financial resources."

Cleland, N. A. Sproule, J. C.
The Canadian Arctic: costs potential high. Oil & gas

journal, v. 70, Mar. 20, 1972: 4, 97-98, 100-101.

Corrigan, Richard.
Alaska considers regulatory scheme to maximize state's

share of oil bonanza. National journal, v. 3, July 10, 1971:
1465-1469.

"Alaska is determined to get its fair share of the oil
bonanza, despite its lack of influence over decisions being
made in Washington and by the oil companies."

Corrigan Richard.
Challenges to trans-Alaska pipeline may stall final

decision until 1973. National journal, v. 4, Apr. 1, 1972: 571-
578.

"The critical question to be decided in connection with
the production and marketing of Alaskan oil is the route that
the oil will go--across Alaska and into oceangoing tankers or
through Canada into the U.S. Midwest alongside a future natural-gas pipeline." Reviews the current status of the. proposed
pipe line.

: I



CRS-6

Corrigan Richard.
isiing town joins legal fight to stop trans-Alaska

ipeline project. National journal, v. 3, July 3, 1971: 1400-

"This is the first report in a three-part series on
Alaskan oil, based on a two-week reporting assignment in Alaska
and ongoing coverage of developments in Washin ton. The first
story focuses on a new legal challenge to the trans-Alaska oil
pipeline. Subsequent stories. will explore questions of future
economic regulation and marketing of Alaskan oil and natural
gas."

Corrigan, Richard.Japan may get some Alaskan oil- foreign-flag shipping of
exports is likely. National journal, v. 3, July 31, 71: 1594-

"This is the final report in a three-part series on
Alaskan oil, based on research in Alaksa and Washington. The
reports examine issues raised by the application of the Alyeska
Pipeline Service Co. to build a pipeline across the state to
carry oil from Prudhoe Bay to south Alaska. The application is
pending before the Department of the Interior and is being
delayed by two in junctions and by con ressional consideration
of native land claims legislation. The first report described
a new legal challenge to the project by fishermen in the Gulf
of Alaska town of Cordova. Tie second discussed trends in
state policies and attitudes toward oil development."

East, Ben.
Is it TAPS for wild Alaska? Outdoor life, v. 145, tay

1970: 43-45, 86, 88-90 94.
"Alaska's newfound oil means dollars for our 49th state,

but the oil rush raises serious doubts about the future of fish
and game."

Edmond, William.
Oil begins to measure its North Slope bonanza. Exchange,

v. 30 Nov. 1969: 1-6.t Geogpaphy, economics, and politics. will enter into the
oil companies' planning on how to get the Prudhoe Bay crude
out. The intend to keep their marketing options open as long
as possible."

,I
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CRS-7

Ellis William S.
dill oil and tundra mix? Alaska's North Slope hangs in

the balance. National geographic magazine, v. 140, Oct. 1971:
485-517.

"Fossil fuel for modern living estimated at ten billion
barrels, underlies Alaska's remote North Slope, which spreads
between the Brooks Range and the Arctic Ocean. oilmen propose
an 800-mile pipeline to move the crude to the year-round port
of Valdez..."

Environmental Defense Fund.
[Trans-Alaska pipeline versus trans-Canada pipeline] In

Extension of remarks of Les As in. Congressional record ( daily
ed.] v. 118, Apr. 26, 1972: E4359-E4361.

Based onthe impact statement of the Dept. of the Interior
and several other relevant studies concludes that a trans-
Canada pipeline is environmentally and economically superior to
a trans-Alaska pipeline in 25 separately considered areas.

Frome Michael.
nickel and the Arctic. Field & stream, v. 74, Nov. 1969:

12-14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 26.

Gallagher, J. P.
G ia and gas potential on the North Slope. Financial

analysts journal v. 25, Nov.-Dec. 1969: 44-56.
"This article puts the Prudhoe Bay discovery into the

larger perspective of other oil and gas reserves in the Arctic,
and discusses the prospects for transporting and marketing
Arctic oil in the U.S. and Canada."

Gas now becomes an issue in the Arctic. Business week,
no. 2191 Aug. 28, 1971: 44-45.

"While environmentalists and oilmen fight over the trans-
Alaska pipeline project, three groups of U.S. and Canadian
companies are quietly mappingplans for an even more ambitious
system. They want to build lines that will carry a huge volume
or natural gas from Alaska's North Slope to markets in the U.S.
and Canada.

Gillette, Robert.
Trans-Alaska pipeline: impact stud receives bad reviews.

Science, v. 171, Mar. 19 1971: 1130-1132.
"Last January, the interior Department released a

preliminary version of its assessment of how the pipeline would
affect Alaska. By an reasonable measure, it was a sorely
deficient ob. ... the impact report concluded that
environmen al damage caused by the line could be held to an .
'acceptable minimum' and that the project should proceed."

I



CRS-8

Gordon, Mitchell.
Ice palace: oil producers have struck it rich in Alaska.

Barron's, Apr. 14 1969, p. 3, 18-19, 21-24, 26-27, 29.
Summarizes the current situation in Alaskan oil.

Gross Edward.
getting set for a black gold rush. Science news, v. 97,

Feb. 14 1970: 177-179.
"Three oil companies are eager to build the 800-mile Trans-

Alaska Pipeline, learning as they go."

Hardwick, Peter.
How BP will produce North Slope oil. World oil, v. 172,

June 1971:. 51-58.
"The following two articles show how development will

continue at a steady pace despite an uncertain pipe line
construction schedule; how gas and oil will be routed through
the producing system; and how safet rules are incorporated in
equipment design for maximum protection."

Hartic, Robert L. Norman, John K.
production, conservation, and utilization of natural gas

in Alaska. Natural resources lawyer, v. 3, Nov. 1970: 694-701.
"In 1955 Alaska enacted comprehensive legislation

providing for conservation of the state's oil and gas
resources. The Alaska statutes do not specifically provide for
market proration; however, the-act does prohibit waste."

Harvey, A. Herbert. Briller, Richard. Arnold M. D.
Pipelining oils below their pour point. Oil & gas

journal, v. 69, Aug. 23, 1971: 96-100.
"Arctic discoveries have stimulated interest in the

problem of transporting oil by pipeline at temperatures below
pour point. This firs part of a two-part report gives a.seven-
step procedure for calculating system performance and
horsepower requirements for such a line."

Heise Horst.
Lanada's first offshore oil--what now? Oil & gas journal,

v. 69 Dec. 13, 1971: 108, 110 112, 114 119-120.
!escribes efforts to develop Canadals offshore oil

industry and presents an estimate of that industry's potential.

Helmericks, Bud.
Oil: spoiler of the Arctic. Sports afield, v. 167, Aug.

1971: 12, 14, 96 100-101.
Describes the impact of Arctic oil upon the wildlife and

wilderness of Alaska.

r
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Interest hot in Alberta's heav oil and tar sands. Oil
and gas journal, v. 70, July 17, 1972: 51-54.

"At least a dozen companies--certainl more when partial-
interest ownership is considered--are involved in lease
acquisitions, lease coring, gilot projects, or expanded plans
for research and production.

International Lake Erie Water Pollution Board.
Potential oil pollution incidents from oil and gas. well

activities in Lake Erie; their prevention and control. (n.p..]
1969. 163 p.

Jackson James P.
Gold nugget of the North: Alaska. American forests, v.

78, Feb. 1972: 12-15, 56-58.
In spite of great wealth and beauty, Alaska has problems

to match its mountains. A general account that points out two
glaring problems: the oil pipeline controversy and the .
stripping off of Tongass National Forest.

Jensen, Eric.
Hard lessons on a far Slope. Field & stream, v. 74, Feb.

1970: 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 1.15.
Author is concerned about North Slope oil exploration

which is scarring the Arctic landscape and may upset the
delicate balance of nature there.

Keating, Bern.
North for oil: Manhattan makes the historic Northwest

Passage. National geographic magazine, v. 137, Mar. 1970: 374-
391.

Laycock, George.
Kiss the North Slope good-b ? It's oil country now!

Audubon, v. 72, Sept. 1970: 58-75.

Lichtblau John H.
The - anadian-American energy situation. Looking ahead, v.

19, Nov. 1971: 1-4, 8.
Evaluates the abilit of Canada to continue to support

U.S. petroleum needs in the future and suggests possible
alternative means, including a Canadian routing of the Alaska
pipeline.

... Tool m lpfpw-
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Louis, Arthur M.
The escalating war for Alaskan oil. Fortune, v. 86, July

1972: 80-84, 110, 12.
The future of several companies-- and a lot more--is

involved in the epic confrontation over that oil under the
North Slope."

Mackenzie Valley Pipe Line Research, ltd.
Preliminary report, June 1970. In Remarks of Les Aspin.

Con ressional record [daily ed] v. 117, Sept. 21, 1971: E9832-
E98 8.

"This 33 page report concludes that a Canadian pipeline to
the Midwest could be constructed for less than the Alaska
pipeline transportation system and also that the operating
costs of the Canadian pipeline would be about the same or less
than the trans-Alaska pipeline and its tanker transportation.
Canadian Bechtel Limited was commissioned to do the study."

Maher J. C.,.comp. Trollman W. M. comp.
&eological literature on the North Slope of Alaska.

Tulsa, American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 1970. 133
p.

Martin, Neil A.
Canadian oil boom. Barron's, Oct. 4 1971, p 11 18, 22.
"Mounting exports to U.S., major fins in arctic Aave

sparked it."

McCaslin, John C.
Canada- a special report. Oil and gas journal, v. 68,

Aug. 31, 1940: 49-56, 58, 60 62-63.
Canada is increasingly Lecoming a vital source of energy

supplies for the U.S.

Milton, John P.
Nameless valleys, shining mountains. Living wilderness,

v. 34 winter 1970-71: 10-17.
Wilderness protection in the Arctic Wildlife Range is

most certainly endangered by the new oil discoveries at .Prudhoe'
Bay."

Mines Samuel.
Alaska's black gold. Ecology today, v. 1, Nov. 1971: 17-

18, 47-48.
Reviews and summarizes the objections to the Alaska

pipeline.

1
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CRS-l

Morgan, Lael.
Caribou versus pipeline: can they take it in stride? New

York, Alicia Patterson Fund, 1972. 8 p.
"sLM-3"

Describes efforts being taken to ensure the survival of
the caribou after the building of the Alaska pipeline.

Moxness, Ron.
The long pipe. Environment, v. 12, Sept. 1970: 12-18, 21-

23, 36.
The Trans-Alaska Pipeline System has been halted because

of protests by conservationists and Indian land claims.

Munro Ross H.
odds begin shifting against TAPS plan. In Extension of

remarks of Les Aspin. Congressional record [daily ed.] v. 118,
Apr. 4, 1972: E34 14-E3415.

An article about "the proposed trans-Alaska oil pipeline
and the most prominent alternative to it a trans-Canadian
pipeline. This article, from the March 8 issue of the Toronto
Globe, discusses in some depth, and with- real understanding the
relative environmental, economic, and political aspects of
these two possible pipeline routes."

Natural gas shortage: deepening crisis. Magazine of wall
Street, v. 127, Apr. 24, 1971: 22-24, 36-37.

"Combination of strong demand for gas plus U.S. shortage
of supply and Canadian abundance puts a new focus on several
companies."

Nibiock, Robert W.
The Manhattan's mission: to open the Northwest Passage.

Undersea technology, v. 10, July 1969: 36-37, 42-43.

Norgaard, Richard B.
Petroleum development in Alaska: prospects and conflicts.

Natural resources journals v. 12 Jan. 1972: 83-107.
"Within the limits or uncertaint imposed by the petroleum

industry the objective of this article is to investigate the
effect of petroleum development on the Alaska economy and
identify the important conf licts between petroleum extraction
and other resources uses."

Iptw P05--
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Oil find on Alaskan North Slope poses problems for
industry. Journal of commerce July 22, 1909, p. 1, 5.

A series of articles on tfe developments or new oil field,
on the North Slope of Alaska. Examines difficulties of getting
oil from hostile Arctic environment its significance to the
American oil market, the unprecedented voyage of the icebreaker-
tanker Manhattan through the Northwest Passage.

Pallister A. E.
The S0-billion potential. Oil & gas journal, v. 68, Nov.

9, 1970: 96, 98 100, 102, 104, 106.
Geophysica. report on the petroleum potential in the

series of basins in Canada's Arctic regions.

Pearn William H.
arctic pipelinin g--tou gh, costl but feasible. Oil & gas

Journal, v. 68, Nov. 16 1970: 153-159.
An examination of the technical problems involved.

Pedera, Don.
Investigation of environment at Valdez, Alaska. In

Remarks of Ted Stevens. Congressional record [daily ed.) v.
118, July 31, 1972: S12246-S12247...

Describes the oceanographic and meteorological research
now being conducted into the Valdez Arm through which the
proposed trans-Alaska pipeline will extend." From the HUMBLE
WAY MAGAZINE, first quarter 1972.

Phillips, James G.
Alaskan oil boom. jWashington] Editorial Research

Reports 1969. 837-854 p. (Editorial research reports, Nov.
12, 196 v. 2, no. 18)

Contents.--Problems in North Slope development.--Chalienge
of the Arctic environment.--Economic importance of North Slope
oil.

Pipeline romises stability for Alaska. Industry week, v.
173, May 29, 1972: 52 54-55.

"Most of the wealth from Alaska's economic booms has
flowed out of the state but oil should greatly improve the
historically unstable Alaskan economy."

Pollak Richard.
Oil on ice. Sierra Club bulletin, v. 56, Jan. 1971: 14-19.
Author questions any urgent necessity to disrupt the

ecology of tte North Slope or to build the 800-mile pipeline
from Prudhoe Bay to Prince William Sound. Points out the
fragile nature of Alaska's ecosystems.
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Pullen, Thomas C.
Icebreaker: saga of Northwest passage. (Interview] U.S.

news & world report V. 68, Feb. 9, 1970: 72-75.
"Now that he first tests are over, is the day any closer

when the Arctic's oil riches will reach markets through seas
blocked for centuries? For answers to such questions, Capt.
Thomas C. Pullen, veteran of the Royal Canadian Navy's Arctic
p atrol was interviewed by Nathan J. Margolin of U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REPORT."

Rearden, Jim.
Our last wilderness revisited, part 1: pied pipers of

Alaska. Outdoor life, v. 149, Mar. 1972: 59-61, 20' 206, 208.
"Must Alaska's Brooks Range succumb to the pipeliners'

siren song?"

Reed, John C.
Effects of oil development in Arctic America. Biological

conservation v. 2, July 1970: 273-277.
Ifcaredul planning is not undertaken from the start,

petroleum development will jeopardize economic, social, and
environmental conditions in the Arctic.

Revived interest in tar sands. Petroleum press service,
v. 38 June 1971: 211-213.

'Canada's Athabasca tar sands are coming to life again,
thanks to the steep rise in the cost of conventional crude and
to the growing need for new oil reserves. Three groups
recently announced plans to expand or reactivate their tar
sands projects."

Rocky Mountain Petroleum Economics Institute, Colorado Springs,
1969.

The political economy of energy and national security.
Golden,- Colorado School of Mines, 1969. 218 p. (Colorado.
School of Mines, Golden. Quarterly v. 64, no. 4)

Partial contents.--The role for oil and, gas in national
security, a government view by R. T. Mathews.--Some dimensions
of Middle East oil: the producers and the U.S., by Ragaei El
Mallakh.--The potential roles of Canadian oil and gas, other
Western Hemisphere oil and Eastern Hemisphere oil in U.S.markets, 1965-1985 b Milton Lipton and R. F. Kilcore.--
Federal public lands leasing policies, by W. J. Nead.

Sage, Bryan L.
Oil and Alaskan ecology. New scientist, v. 46, Apr. 1970:

175-177.
A biologist maintains that the proposed oil pipeline from

Alaska's North Slope is unlikely to do any harm.

.
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Showdown nears for Alaska pipeline. U.S. news & world
reports v. 71, Sept. 13 1971:0-82.

"Stalled: one of the biggest oil projects in history.
Delayshave already cost millions of dollars. Now the 49thState is pressing tor a make-or-break decision."

Slappey, Sterling G.
America must have the Alaskan oil. Nation's business, v.59, Sept. 1971: 40-43.
"oil companies have bent over backwards to meet the

demands of ecologists and federal agencies--now, hopefully,they can build a pipeline to tap the rich Alaskan fields.

Smith Robert.
canadian gas export policy. Public utilities fortnightly,

v. 86 Nov. 5, 1970: 23-27.
A review from a Canadian's viewpoint of theavailability of natural gas supplies, including those fromnondomestic sources, such as those from Canada."

Smith Robert.
&anadian gas ex port polic --an updating. Public utilities.fortniqntly, v. 89, eb. , 1912: 40-42.
.An explanation of the recent decision of the CanadianNational Energy Board in turning down applications by. variouspipeline applicants seeking to export nat ural gas to the U.S.market."

Smith William D.
1969:nueing the Northwest Passage. Finance, v.. 87, July1969: 2831.

"To reach this market the three pioneers on the Slope havemade the most adventurous commercial decision in many decades--to try to traverse the Northwest Passage by tanker."

Sudbury, John D.
Controlled depth, submerged barge for Arctic transport isfeasible and economical. Offshore, v. 32, Aug. 1972: 47-50c
"A new concept, which should extend the conditions underwhich barges are economically attractive will involve towing asubmer ed barge, at a controled depth below the ocean surface.T is is rimaril a description of Conoco's efforts todevelop a system for hauling 2-million barrelsper da of crude

from the North Slope of Alaska to the East Coast of the U.S."

Sweeney, T. A.
Supertest revisited: the deductibility of payments by oilcompanies under exclusive dealing arrangements. Canadian tax

journal, v. 18, Sept.-Oct. 1970: 403-41.

1
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The Trans-Alaska pipeline, the unanswered questions.
Sierra Club bulletin, v. 57 Jan. 1972: 4-9.

Details some of the potential environmental impact of the
Alaska pipeline.

{ U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Merchant Marine and
Fisheries. Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation.

Administration of the National Environmental Policy Act,
part 1. Hearings, 91st Cong., 2d sess. Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1971. 1279 p.

Hearings held Dec. 7...22, 1970.
"Serial no. 91-41"
Contains "Draft environmental impact statement for theTrans-Alaska Pipeline, Section 102 (2)c. of the NationalEnvironmental Policy Act of 1969," prepared by the Dept. of theInterior.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and InsularAffairs.
Trans-Alaska pipeline. Hearings 91st Cong., 1st sess. onthe status of the proposed Trans-Alaska pipeline. Part 1.Sept. 9, 1969. 77 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs.

Trans-Alaska pipeline. Hearings, 91st Cong.. 1st sess.Part 2. Oct. 16, 1969. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,1969. 79-283 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and InsularAffairs.
Trans-Alaska pipeline. Hearings 91st Cong., 1st sess.Part 3. Nov. 25, 1969. Washington, !.S. Govt. Print. -Off.1969. 285-294 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and InsularAffairs. Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight.Oversight of oil development activities in Alaska,Hearing, 91st Cong. 1st sess. Aug. 12, 1969. Washington,U.S. Govt. Print. Of., ,1969. 32 p.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on the Judiciary.
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure.Administration of the oil import rogram. Hearing, 91stCon ., 2d sess. pursuant to S. Res. 333. Mar. 20, 1970.Was ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 49 p.
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U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
Draft environmental impact statement for the Trans-Alaska

Pipeline Section 102(2) c. of the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969. In U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife
Conservation. Administration of the National Environmental
Polic y,part 1. Hearings 91st Con . 2d sess. Washington,
U.S. ovt . Print. Off., 1 71. 589-B57 p.

U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
Final environmental impact statement proposed trans-Alaska

pipeline. (Washington, distributed by NTISI 1972. 449 p.
Vol. 2--Environmental setting of the proposed trans-Alaska

pipeline system.
"PB 206 921 2"
This volume, one of six describes the existing

environment between the oil field at Prudhoe Bay and the
proposed pipeline terminus at Port Valdez. The first part
includes descriptions of natural systems under the headings:
physiography and geology, climate, air, water, vegetation, and
fish and wildlife. The second part describes superposed
socioeconomic systems under the headings: population and
economy, land use, and transportation systems.

U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
Final environmental impact statement proposed trans-Alaska

pipeline. (Washington For sale by the Supt. of Docs., U.S.
ovt. Print. Off . ] 1978. 9 v.

"Environmental impact would result from the construction,
operation, and maintenance of the proposed oil pipeline system
(including the accompanying haul road), of gas transportation
system of some kind, from oilfield development .and from
operation of the proposed tanker system." Includes additional
three volumes on economic and security aspects.

U.S. energy crisis--test of good neighbor policy? Public
utilities fortnightly, v. 86, Aug. 27, 1970: 39-43.

Canada may supply the energy resources needed in the U.S.--
provided we can cultivate a closer friendship with her.

Weeden, Robert B.
Hauling and pulling in the Arctic. Living wilderness, v.

34, summer 1970: -16.
TAPS wants to construct an oil pipeline haul road in

Alaska. The Department of the Interior and conservationists
say no.

1,MWR.Op "Iwo. 0, - I I P.
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Weeden- Robert B.
Oil and wildlife: a biologist's view. In Extension of

remarks of Les Aspin. Congressional record [daily ed.) v. 117,
Oct. 6, 1971: E10583-E10585.

A biologist of the Univ. of Alaska, former head of the
Alaska Fish and Game Agency gives a brief review of oil-
wildlife relationships in Alaska. Discusses whether
contemporary Alaskan petroleum development has caused serious
wildlife problems, and considers, possible consequences to
wildlife as oil development continues.

Wilson Howard M.
Alaska re port. Oil and as ournal, v. 68 Aug. 10 1970:

103-110 115-116, 118, 121-122, 126, 129, 132, 135, 139-140-
142, 14S-146.

"The potential is still tremendous in Alaska, but the
delays caused by lack of a construction permit for Trans Alaska
Pipeline is costing everyone connected with Alaskan oil."

Wyant William K., Jr.
sharing the wealth of Alaska--the oil rush. New republic,

v. 162, Feb. 14, 1970: 19-21.
Summarizes the current situation (with Congress attempting

to decide how much of the new state's wealth its aborigines are
to get, and with a strong tide for conservation of aesthetic,
cultural, scenic and wilderness values) as the oil industry
awaits issuance of permit for construction of a pipeline from
the North Slope to the Gulf of Alaska.

Zelnick, C. Robert.
Thedarkness at the end of the pipeline. Washington post,

May 7 1972w p. B3.
M critical analysis of the Interior Department's impact

statement on the trans-Alaskan pipeline.
Reprinted in the Congressional record, v. 118, May 9,

1972: S7472-S7474.

Zelnick, Robert.
The oil rush of '70. New York times magazine, Mar. 1,

1970: 26-27, 54, 56-57 61-62, 68-69 71.
"Alaska has been burned upside down by the discovery

beneath the frozen tundra of tae richest treasure trove in U.S.
history."

31
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Anderson, Jchn I.
Air-cushion tankers for Alaskan North Slope oil.

Washington, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(available from NTIS] 1973. 28 p. (U.S. National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. NASA technical memorandum, NASA TM X-
2693)

"This report describes a concept for transporting oil from
the Arctic to southern markets--10,000-ton, chemically fueled
air -cushicn vehicles (ACV's) configured as tankers. Based on
preimirary ccst estimates the conceptual ACV tanker system as
tailored tc the transportation of Alaskan North Slope oil could
deliver the cil for about the same price per barrel as the
proposed trans-Alaska pipeline with only one-third of the
capital investment. The report includes the description of the
conceptual system and its operation; preliminary cost
estimates; an. appraisal of ACV tanker development; and a
ccmparison of system costs, versatility, vulnerability, and
ecological effect with those of the trans-Alaska pipeline."

Arctic Cil and gas report. Oil & gas journal, v. 70, Oct.
23, 1972: U7-13C.

Partial contents.--Imperial's drilling island--so far, so
gool.--What they've found in the Arctic.--Russians mave big gas
finis in far North. -- Alaska has giant potential.--Russians look
hard at the Anadyr' basin.

Plot, R. E. Behensee, L. I.
Drilling "moment of tru:h" is near for Northwest Passage.

Oil & gas jourr.al, v. 70, De:. 11, 1972: 122, 124j, 12', 132-133.
"The authors summarize the tectonic history of A:ctic

Canada and the Northwest Pas;age, developing new concepts of
the structure, sedimentation and potential oil accumulations."

Canada. Dept. of Energy, Mines and Pesources. Resource
Management and Conservation branch.

Offshore exploration: i-formation and procedures for
offshore operators. Ottawa, 1973. 66 p.

Can ida. Task Force on Northern Oil Development. Env: ronmental-
Soc:al Committee.

Pipeline North: the challenge of Arctic oil and gas.
[Ottawa, 1972] 1 v. (unpagecA (Canada. Task Force cn
Northern Oil Development. Ervironmental-Social Committee.
Report no. 72-1)

Describes the activities of the Canadian government "Task
Force on Ncrthern Oil Development and its Environmental-Social
Committee which is seeking to identify social and environmental
problems that will arise in :he planning, construction,
maintenance and operation of northern pipelines."

-1
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Canadian No-thern Pipeline Research Conference, Ottawa, 197?.

- Proceedings. Ottawa, 1972. 331 p. (National Research

Council, Carada. Associate Committee on Geotechnical ResearcL.

Technical memorandum no. 104)
At head of title: National Research Council of Canada,

Associate Ccmmittee on Geotechnical research.
"NRCC 12498"

Cass, William F.
Middle East oil: the subsurface weapon. U. S. Naval

Institute proceedings, v. 99, Jan. 1973: 18-25.
Warns against future U.S. dependence on Middle Eastern oil

alone; and urges government-supported efforts to explore and

develop Alaskan oil reserves.

Cicchetti, Charles J.
Alaskan oil: alternative routes and markets. [Washingto'.]

Resources for the Future, distribute i by the Johns Hopkins
University presss [c1972 ] 142 p.

Concludes "that exploiting Northa Slope oil is justifiable

as a calculated risk," but recommends alternative routes as

being super 3 or to the one currently Sought by the petroleum

industry.

Continent of energy. Lamp, v. 54, winter 1972: 28-33.'
t"North America's oil and gas resources are shown in text

and maps abstracted from World Oil Atlas."

Coxe, Donald.
Will Canada shut off our fuel supply? National review, v.

25, Mar. 3(, 1973: 359-360.
"Althcugh no one in government will admit it publicly, the

real reason for cutting back on exports of oil and gas to the

U.S. has little to do with projected shortages here, and a lot

to do with Canada's changing view of its relationship to the

U. S."

Dadisman, Quincy.
Arctic pipeline: known problems F unknown effects.

Nation, v. 215, Oct. 2, 1972: 262-266.
"Two Canadian combines--Gas Arctic Study Group and

Northwest Project Study Group--have spent several millions of

dcllars in the last three years on studies aimed at finding

ways to build in the Arctic..." Discusses problems connected
with petroleum pipeline construction and operation in Alaska

and Canada.

-. 
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Evolving judicial standards under the National
Environmental Policy Act and the challenge of the Alaska
pipeline. Yale law journal, v. 81, July 1972: 1592-1639.

Comment traces the development of judicial doctrine
elaborating NEPA's Environmental mandate and argues that NEPA
imposes only procedural duties on administrative agencies. As
an illustration of NEPA's effect on many major governmental
project acticns--and of the need for further development of
NEPA doctrine in the courts--the Dept. of the Interior's
handling of the Trans-Alaska pipeline project is reviewed.

?oxworth, Fobert.
Not-so-frozen North. Garron's, Jan. 29, 1973, p. 11, 20,

22.
"The Canadian Arctic is one of the hottest oil plays

around."

Hansen, Cli f ford P.
The national energy cr:.sis. In Remarks of Henry Bellmon.

Congressional record [daily ed. ] v. 118, Sept. 25, 1972: S15774-
315775.

Advocates the construc -ion of the Alaska pipeline, the
limiting of controls on the iellhead price of natural gas, and
the intensification of offshore and onshore drilling.

Holbie, Barbara. Mancke, Richard B.
Secretary Morton's mistake--which pipeline? Net republic,

v. 166, June 24, 1972: 16-18.
"The case against the Alaskan pipeline is a strong one.

The sole security benefit of the proposed Alaskan lire is early
delivery, whereas the Canadian line represents not only a more
prudent approach to environmental problems but a long-term
approach tc meeting vital national energy needs."

Kerr, James W.
New frontiers for natural gas. Conference Board record,

v. 1", Jan. 1973: 54-56.
Notes a Canadian gas pipeline from the frontier or Arctic

region may be realized by tte end of the decade, but the cost
of the gas from these areas will be substantially higher.
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Mathematical Scierces Northwest, inc.
A study of the economic and sociological impact of

construction and initial operation (f the trans Alaska

pipeline. Seattle, 1972. 3 v. (Mathematical Sciences

Northwest, inc. Peports no. 72-40"-4--6)
Vol. .- Summary.
"...a tempts to estimate the socio-economic impact of

construction and initial operation c f the trans Alaska

pipeline."
This iepcrt was commissioned bI Alyeska, the consortium of

oil companies holding the contract to build the pipeline.

O'Donnell, Jchn P.
first 48-in. pipe laid in U. S., Canada. Oil & gas

journal, v. 7C, Sept. 25, 1972: 111- 114.
"The '.argest-diameter line pipe--48-in.--ever to be used

on a major cross-country pipeline project in the Western

Hemisphere is being installed in Ca ada and the U. S.

Interprovincial Pipe Line Co. is iiistalling the record-size

line in CanLada and its subsidiary, Lakehead Pipe Line Co., in
the U.S."

O'Donnell, Jchn P.
TransCanada's construction hits peak. Oil & gas journa,

v. 7C, Sept. 11, 1972: 113-116.
"Two contractors are laying 913 miles of big-inch pipe .n

1972 portion of Canadian company's 'uge 3-year expansion

program. Complete program involves ',708 miles of line and

124,E65 compressor hp at estimated cost of $682,561,C00."

Petro'.eum refineries: a special report. Oil & gas

journal, v. 71, Apr. 2, 1973: 77-125.

Partial contents.--U.S. refiners on BTU hunt.--Amoco Oil

refinery cuts energy use.--Refiners have lackluster year of

slow growth.--Annual refining survey.

Reed, John C.
Oil development and conservation in Arctic America.

Biological ccnservation, v. u, Oct. 19'2: 369-371.

"As in his earlier article to which reference is made, the

author stresses the need for more background information and a

much greater research effort before problems of environmental

. protection from oil developments in northern Alaska can be

effectively tackled." "There has moreover been a great

increase also in the known and probable gas reserves in

o northern Canada."
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Fintoul, Bill.

Valdez is plar.ned terminal. Offshore, v. 33, Feb. 1973:
113-114, 116, 119.

Some five years after the trans Alaska pipeline goes into
service, it is estimated that an average of 2.5 tankers per day
will load at Valdez. Discusses planning for the proposed
terminal, including control of oil spills.

Shaw, Elmer W.
A review of the energy resources of the public lands,

based on studies sponsored by the Public Land Law Review
Commission. Prepared at the request of Henry M. Jackson,
chairman, Ccamittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, United
States Senate, pursuant to S. Res. 45; a national fuels and
energy policy study. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971.
16r p.

"Serial no. 2-5"
At head of title: 92d Cong., 1st sess. Committee print.

Sinclair, Michael.
Oil rush: oil, ice & haste, don't mix. Alternatives, v.

2, autumn 1972: 28-31.
A brief summary of tne situation concerning the Alaska

pipeline: the rcle of the oil companies, the position of the
government, and environme ital problems in the Arctic region.

3lcan, Charles E. Bredesoeft, John D.
Some effects of a heated pipeline on ground-water flow in

Alaska. [Anchorage, Alaska, U.S. Geological Survey] 1972. 25
J.

At head of title: United States Department of the
Interior, Geological Survey.

"This report was prepared to assess the impac: of a heated
pipeline on hydraulic conditions in shallow aquifers. Based
principally cn digital moleling, the report concludes that
quick conditions along a buried pipeline are not likely to
cesult. However, increased ground-water discharge and the
possibilityy of icings should be considered in placing any
pipeline intended to carr heated fluids."

Trans-Alaska oil pipeline. Alaska construction & oil, v.
1, Mar. 1c73: 6-43.

Partial contents.--What's happening to our pipeline?--After the pipeline-what?-- onfronting the energy crisis.--
Interviews discussing the future for Alaska and for the oil
industry.
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Trans-Canadian pipeline--a aperior alternative to the

trans-A3askan route. In Remarks of William Proxmire.

Congressional record [daily ed.; v. 119, Feb. 21, 1973: S3030-

S3032.
A A consortium of 16 major oil and pipeline companies h.s

recently released a study of the feasibility of a trans-

Canadian pipeline. Its summary findings are reprinted.

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs.
Energy "demand" studies: an analysis and appraisal.

Washington, U. S. Govt. Print. Off.,, 1972. 71 p.
At head of title: 92d Cong., 2d sess. Committee print.

Analysis prepared by staff economist, Robert H. Anthony.
"The studies selected for analysis are a combination of these

summarized and compared in 1969 fr the Executive Office of the

President by the Battelle Memorial Institute, subsequent
studies reviewed by the Federal Power Commission in 1971 to up-

date the Battelle report, and some additional recent studies

which were used in preparing the 'Final Environmental Impact

Statement for the Proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline' releasec by

the U.S. Department of the Interi3r in March 1972.1"

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Merchant Marine and

Fisheries. Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation.
Fish and wildlife miscellaneous, part 5. Hearings, 92d

Cong., on Alaska pipeline, Nov. 17, 1971; vessel seizure and

treaty agreements, Mar. 13, 1972; environmental data system--

H.R. 56, July 28, 1972; commercial fisheries legislation, H.R.

673, H.P. 4965, H.R. 12718, H.R. 14384, H.R. 14385, H.R. 15961,
H.R. 16074, S. 3545, Aug. 11, 15-16, 1972; salmon fisheries and

small vessels, H.P. 15718, H.R. 15379, H.R. 16793, Sept. 27,

1972. Washington, U. S. Govt. Pr:nt. Off., 1972. 607 p.

"Serial no. 92-31"
Includes "The economics of fish protein concentrate," by

Dr. James A. Crutchfield and Robrt Deacon, p. 434-475, and
"Utilization of protein ingredients in the U.S. food industry,"

by Timothy M. Hammonds and David L. Call, p. 476-545.

U.S. Congress. Joint Economic Committee.
Natural gas regulation and the trans-Alaska pipeline.

Hearings, 92d Ccng., 2d sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.

Off., 1972. 448 p.
Hearings held June 7...22, 1972.
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Yungblut, G. F.
CanaCa's offshore oil and gas activity shows

encouragement. Oil & gas journal, v. 71, Jan. 1, 1973: 58-t1.
"The continental shelf of Carada covers an area of about

1.5 millicr. sq miles." "To date, 65 wells have been drilled on
the Canadian offshore waters and four more are being drilled
(November) ."

Zelnick, C. Pctert.
The darkness at the end of the pipeline. Living

wilderness, v. 36, summer 1972: 6-'2.
"Among those who care about such things, the conviction

runs deep that the battle over the trans-Alaska pipeline has
become the Interior Department's Vietnam." Questions the
Department's impact statement and the merits of the project.
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